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Murray Students for Humanitarian
Action is a new group on campus
working to make a difference and
their first fundraiser is coming up,
68.

The men's and women's basketball
teams compete in the OVC semi·
finalstoday at the Sommet Center in
Nashville, Tenn. If the teams win they
will compete Saturday in the finals,
18.

Check out thenews.org
today and Saturday for
complete coveraQe of the
OVC tournament Qames
includinQ biOQs. pictures
and updates.

get the multimedia experience at thenews.org
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Call of Fame
Acaller notified
Public Safety of a
scavenger hunt tak·
ing place on campus.
-
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OPINION. SA

Face Off
What's almost as
good as free? Using
a Racercard for any
purchase.

FEATURES, 9B

Officials in the President's,
Provost's and the Blackburn Sci·
ence TRIO offices were broken
into and burglarized Tuesday
evening. The investigation is
still underway.
At 8:15 p.m. an office employee returned to the office on the
third floor of Wells Hall to prepare for the following day and
discovered the situation.
Gary Brockway, provost, said
he was informed of the break-in
Tuesday evening
"She noticed that file drawers

were open and papers were
scattered on the floor," he said.
"When I got there my biggest
concern was that my laptop
computer was missing."
In addition to his laptop, a
camera was stolen from the
office. Brockway said no secure
information was released in the
theft.
"Really, it's just a huge inconvenience to lose all those files,"
he said. "But 1am not concerned
about any secure data being
lost."
Brockway said the fact that
there were other valuable items
left in his office lead him to

believe that someone was
specifically seeking his computer.
Items stolen from the other
offices included mostly electronics, Catherine Sivills, assistant vice president for Institutional Advancement and Communication. said.
..Items stolen Tuesday included laptops, a camera and cam
corders," she said. "The actual
list of items is still being compiled, but it looks like someone
just wanted electronics to sell."
The President's Office and
the Blackburn offices appeared
to be breached by forced entry,

but the Provost's office does not
appear that way.
"It is strangl! that there did
not appear to be forced entry,"
Brockway said. "That would
lead me to believe that they had
keys, but it is standard procedure to lock all doors."
Sivills said some buildings are
hard to keep on lockdown
because of their traffic.
"A building like Wells has students in and out because there
are classrooms," she said.
"There are many buildings on
campus, like the art building,
that students study at or work in
late into the night or even into

the morning.
"Facilities Management crews
are diligent about locking doors,
but I think it is quite a task with
so many people in and out."
Brockway said that the number of people involved in the
burglaries is still undetermined,
but fingerprints lifted at the
scene should answer questions
in the coming days.
The Murray State Police are
conducting the investigation,
and anyone with information
concerning the burglaries
should call 809-2222.
Mia Walters can be reached at
mia..walters@murraystate.edu.
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Mark Zuckerberg may feel a
little upset around this time of
year. A new Lenten trend giving up Facebook - is now
more popular with college
students.
Instead of refraining from
vices such as smoking or eating unhealthy foods, Cristin
Laird, senior from Memphis,
Tenn., has decided to battle
her Facebook addiction. She is
giving up Facebook for 40
days.
Many students describe
Facebook, a popular networking Web site, as addicting and
time-consuming.
"It's hard," Laird said. "The
feeling I'm experiencing now
(without Facebook) is like the
feeling when a person goes
out of town and only has minimal Faccbook access."
This is the first year Laird
has given something up for
Lent. Laird, raised in the Presbyterian faith, started attending the Episcopal Church two
years ago. She said she gave
up Facebook because it serves
as a distraction interfering
with her relationship with
God.
She said in order to successfully carry out her Lenten
resolution, two of her friends
have secretly changed her
Facebook password so temptations to log on to the site are
reduced. She also disabled the
Facebook notification feature,
so she does not receive Facebook updates or messages.
During Lent, the six Sundays are not part of the 40-day
time period. Rather, each of
the Sundays represent a mini
Easter in which Lent participants are able to take a break
from acts of penance. Because
of this exception, Laird is able
to access Facebook once a
week.
"At the beginning of the
week, 1 keep looking forward
to Sunday," she said.
Steve Johnson of chicagotribunc.com, suggested ways to
fight the Facebook urge.
Instead of posting pictures
online, frame and organize
printed versions of photos.
Johnson also recommended
instead of joining virtual
groups, become a member of
.an actual social club or organization. Twitter accounts
can fill the void for Facebook
since Twitter allows users to
constantly update their statuses.
According to addictionin-
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Colleoe store
operations

Photo illustration by Kristen M•ller/The News
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Managers say
Back the Book
I would benefit
business
I
1

Misty Hays/The New.,

Cristin laird, senior from Mem·
phis, Tenn., has otven up Face·
book for Lent.

Williams said.
lf passed, House Bill 226 would
require professors to publicly
post ISBN numbers, require pubUshers to offer packaged items
separately and explain revisions
made to textbooks when a newer
version comes out.
Williams said doing away with
packaging will help Book and
Bean. He said publishers often
taUt professors into a package.
"So they have to spend a lot
more money and they don't even
use two out of the three books in
the package," Williams said.
Williams said Book and Bean
does a standard markup of about
30 percent above the wholesale
price of a textbook on a new book.
Chris Bradley, textbook manager for Bradley Book Company,
said his store determines its
markup price based on the wholesale value of each textbook.
Bradley said he supports House
Bill 226 because it would not only
help students, but also bookstore
owners. He said requiring professors to turn in their book orders
earlier would allow him to look
for better prices and the bill
would also do away with packaging.
" ...I'd rather not have packages
to deal with because then it's
harder to come up with more
used books if you have to have
packages," Bradley said.
Bradley .said requiring professors to publish ISBN numbers
would be another great result of
the bill if passed.
"It would help the students out
a lot too because they'd get to

fo.org, the key to cutting back
on Facebook time is pinpoint- ~
ing triggers, ultimately changing Internet habits. The site
also claims notifications, mes·
sages and group invitations
Ashley Edwards
reward users with a type of Editor-in-Chief
high. similar to the high gamMurray State's Student Governblers experience. Free wirement Association and other stu·
less access on college campuses also instigates Internet . dents across Kentucky are still
working to Back the Book, a camuse, both for school and non·
paign to convince legislatures to
school related material.
pass House Bill 226.
"Some peopll! have told me
What might surprise many of
I'm crazy (for giving up Facethose students is some of the local
book)," Laird said. "People are
bookstores are just as eager to see
actually shocked 1 gave up
it passed.
something people are generalTextbook managers for Univerly so dependent on. Some guy
sity Book and Bean, Bradley Book
even told me I would die
Company and the University
without it."
Store all said they work to find
Laird said she continues to
the lowest deal on used textresearch the tradition and
books, but sometimes have to buy
meaning behind it. She said
books from publishers if it is a
the main purpose of Lent is
new edition.
about spiritual discipline.
Trampus Williams, textbook
"In a perfect world, my
manager for University Book and
Lenten sacrifice would bring
Bean, said bookstores and stume closer to God," she said.
dents will benefit from the bill if
"But 1 am still fuzzy on the
passed.
details and purpose of Lent
..The whole reason I got into
since I am so new to it."
With the current lack of doing textbooks '" is because I
believe in helping getting people
Facebook in her life, Laird has
educated ... because that's how
noticed that she spends less
you help have a strong country is
time that she usually does on
by having educated citizens,"
the Internet. She said when
Lent is over she will initially
Compare the costs of the same
spend less time on Facebook,
but will eventually resort back
r. "The Human Venture, From Prehistory
to her normal Facebook routine. Laird does not know
to the Present" (Murray State custom)
what she will give up next
·University Store - $69.95
year, She said the decision
·Bradley
Book Company - $64.80
will depend on her current
·University Book and Bean - $60
religious and social situation.
Whitney Harrod ca n be
•half.com - Custom books not available
reached at whitney.harrod@
online
murraystate.edu.

shop around a lot more," Bradley
said.
Don Klukan, textbook manager
for the University Store, said he
isn't sure whether House Bill 224
will help lower the costs of higher
education as significantly as students think.
"To be honest, I don't really see
how it's going to advantage students much at all," Klukan said.
"The idea that the publishers are
supposed to divulge and make
available the components of a
package could work to everybody's benefit- that could."
He said other than doing away
with packaging materials, Klukan
said the only difference the bill
would have on the University
Store is requiring him to publish
the textbook requirements earlier. He said he typically has the list
published no later than July.
K.lukan said the University
Store uses a scale to determine
how much it charges per book
above wholesale price. He said a
book that costs $80 or less is
marked up 20 percent, a book
costing between $80 and $150 is
marked up 19 percent and any
book the store is currently carry·
ing costing above $150 is marked
up 18 percent. He said a lot of
bookstores typically use a more
aggressive scale.
He said after the bills are paid
about $77,000 of the Store's profit
goes toward student scholarships
and University officials determine where the rest is used.
Ashley Edwards can be reached
at ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.
edu.

textbooks at different stores
"Algebra & Trioonometry:
Enhanced with GraphlllCJ
Utilities·
·University Store - $55
·Bradley Book Company - $40
·University Book and Bean - $50
·half.com - $3.94 (lowest price)

News Editor: Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor:: Robin Phelps
Phone: 809-4468
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This week- - - - - - - - - - - Today
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
SQu._
MILK
SEAN PENN

•lO a.m. ..Hamlet;" Lovett Audito-

•10 a.m. Men's Tennia vs.

~ $5 with Racercard, $7 General admissiQn
•2 p.m. Baseball vs. North DakOta
State; Reagan Field, free
.'I p.m. "What is God?" Part I; FacUlty Hall Room 208, open to the
public

ern IDinois State: PUrc;eU tennJ$
COurt$, free
•Noon :Baseball vs, North Dakota
State; Reagan Field, free
•2 p.m. SGA Presents: "Milk;'"
Curris Center Theatre, free

: .'ISO p.m. Cinema International
~ "CUrse of tbe Golden Flower;"

State; Reagan Field, free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International
"Curse of the Golden Flower;"
Curris Center Theater, free and
open to the public

r
1

I

Cunis Center Theater, free a.nd

1

' open ~o the public

•3 p.m. Baseball vs. NQJ'th Dakota

•3aa. n.t,Wt r• vlald1Dt.,..... eCS p.m. Dinner
•D a.IIL J-.y Church senlc:cr; Foundation, $1
Curria Centtt Large BaUroom
•Noou Baseball vs. North Dakota
State; Reagan Field, free
•2 p.aa. SGA Presents: "Milk;"
Curris Center Theater; plays
p.m.
e6 p.m. Newman House nuuae; St.
Leo Cathoiie Church, M>4 N. 12tb
St.

. .at"'

at the Wdley

•7:30 p.m. Ministry Open To All
Bible stUdy: 1606 Poplar St: open
to the public

Tonight

·10 p.m. SGA
Presents :
"Milk:'· Curris
Center Theatre,
free

.'ISO p.m. Student Forum/Panel
'Atheism. Agnosticism, Doubt &
BeUef;' Curris Center Barkley

Room

Photo coort~y of lmagcflux.com

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

•3 p.JD. Rater Classic Golf. Miller Golf •12:20 _p.m. Homemade Luncheon~
Cout;e. free
BcM. $l
•ap.m. Women's teimis vs. Southern •2 p.m. Bakball vs. Mississippi Valley

Ullnois; PurceU Tennis Courts. free
• -4 p.m. Karate Club JDeetin8; Carr

.

' Health ltilcquetball Court: ends at 5:30
• p.m.
' ~ p.m. CAB meeting; .SGA Office
Cutris Center first Ooor:; open to pub-

State; Reagan Field. free
eS p.m. SGA meetins; Curris Center
Barkley Room; open to public
•8 p.m. Ministry Open To All FelloW~
shlp; 1606 Poplar St

Now Playing

114 p.m. Karate Club meeting; Carr
Health beq\letbaU COurt ends at 5:30

p.a

fiH!I/paa. 701 W«ship; Baptist Cam-

pus Miaistry, free

Cinema International
"Danrin'J Nigbimare• (USA):
April2- 4
"Mountain Top Removal• (USA):
April17
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

Uc:

Coming Up
•Mardl 25: Celebrate Women~ 1t30
a.m.; oms Carter ~..qe Bllroom
Jf you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at ID WilSon Hall, fax
to 809·3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be pub•
lished.

Police Beat- -- - - - - - - - - - - - Feb.26
Marchi
:&ai
-v...r/

12:22 p.m. A caller from the

University Store reported a
person leaving the store with a
stolen book. Murray State
Police located Jamie Joe
Williams, nonstudent from
Murray, off campus and arrested her for a Calloway County
bench warning. An officer took
a report.
3:46 p.m. A caller from the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
reported a student sitting on
the building's ledge. An officer
requested the student climb
· down. The student was prac• tieing climbing building~.
8:43 p.m. A caller from the
RSEC requested emergency
medical services for a student
who fell and cut his or her lip.
: EMS was notified, but the stu: dent refused transport. An offi: cer took a report.

trash can. An officer took a
report for third degree criminal mischief. Facilities Management was notified to pick
up the trash cans. An officer
took a report
3:38 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety reported a stolen University parking decal. An officer took a report for theft by
unlawful taking less than $300.
7:21 p.m. The Murray Police
Department requested Murray
State Police assist in patrolling
the areas near fraternity houses due to recent break-ins and
thefts.

Feb.28

7:25 a.m. A caller from
Winslow Dining Hall reported
the lock was off the propane
gas cage. The building coordinator was nOtified. An officer
took a report for third degree
criminal mischief.
•
9:46 a.m. A caller from the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
12:16 a.m. A Racer Patrol offi- .Annex repqrted an instrument
cer from the mall area rep;-rted.. was locked in a third-floor
· two people knocking over a practice room. An officer was

.

tFeb.27

unable to open the door.
12:18 p.m. A caller from 15th
Street and Olive Boulevard
reported a bus blocking traffic
and a broken-down white van.
The owner returned to move
the vehicle later.

bicycle. Murray Police Department was notified of the incident. The Department notified
EMS Murray State Police officers on the scene reported the
person was not hit by a vehicle.
The request for EMS was canceled.
5:09 p.m. The residence director at Richmond College
reported a broken window on
the flrst floor. Central Plant
was notified to clean up the
glass. An officer took a report
for third degree criminal mischief.
7:41 p.m. A faculty member
from the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center reported stolen items.
An officer took a report for
theft less than $300.

Marchi
2:05p.m. A caller from the Curris Center reported six men
causing a disturbance in the
building and turning over trash
cans on each floor. An officer
took a report.
2:15 p.m. A caller from the University Store reported a female
attempting to sell back stolen
books. An officer took a report.
11:12 p.m. A caller from
Franklin College reported a
dead coyote on the back of a
vehicle. Central Plant was notified to dispose of the animal.
An officer took a report.

March3
12:09 a.m. A caller from Waterfield Ubrary reported a student was locked inside the
building. Central Plant was
notified to unlock and secure
ilie building.
9'.31 a.m. A fire alarm was activated at Richmond College for

March2
2:04 p~ A caller from Chestnut Street reported a person
hit by a vehicle while riding a

oh

-~..,~~~

1.

THE CALL If FAME

112:05 a.m. A caller fiom on campus
notified the Murray State Pollee a
fraternity scav~ &unt would

take place oa ~

a fire in a trash can mstde the
building's library room. The
Murray Fire Department, the
state fire marshal, Facilities
Management and the Office of
Environmental Safety and
Health were notified. An officer took a report.
8:25p.m. A caller from a thirdfloor room in Wells Hall
reported that someone rummaged through the desks in the
office. An officer took a report
for third degree burglary.

side of Richmond College
reported a person climbing
from a first-floor window. An
officer took a report.
ll:S4 p.m. A Murray State
Police officer at Regents College warned a student to dispose of the possessed alcohol.
The student was told to remain
inside and was referred to the
housing dcpartmenL
Motorist assists -1
Racer escorts - 3
Arrests · 1

March4
7:39 a.m. A caller from Blackburn Applied Science Building
reported a break-in on the second floor. An officer took a
report for third degree burglary.
5:14 p.m. A caller from the east

Assistant News Editor Robin
Phelps compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by Public Safety. Not all dispatched
calls are listed.

the murray state news
Presents

SUPERFECTA

the first publication celebrating the best of the best in Racer college life
The Murray State News is compiling its t hird annual best-of Murray State special sect ion, 'Superfecta.' Cast your votes here and
ret urn the completed ballot to 111 Wilson Hall TODAY and read about the winners when the publication debuts April 3.

Most undenated
MUJTay State athletic team

Best place to nap on campus

Best food to cure a hangover

Best place to people watch

Best service

Best place to live on campus

Best place to get your hair cut

Best place to get a tattoo

Best place to live off campus

Best place to have a first kiss

Best place to find a bargain

Best place to hang out between classes

Best place to take a date

Best place to find a parking spot

Best public bathroom

Best place to watch the game

Best local band/music group

Best place to hook up

Best bartenders

Best tradition

Best outdoor activity/venue

Best jukebox

Best bookstore

Best pizza

Best place for live music

Best bridal registry

Best Mexican

Best taxi service

Best sushi

Best burger

Best open miCJkaraoke venue

Best beer selection

Best gift boutique

Best place to celebrate your 21st

Best place to curl up with a book

Best residential college

't

:
t

,rr

Best cup of coffee

Best place to study

Best late night munchies

Best game of the year

Best Chinese

Best rivalry

Best college head
Best place to work on campus

Best delivery
Best on-campus event
Best place for a girls night out
Best place for a guys night out
Best place for a movie

,r

,r
,
,,•
,
#

~

NAM~------------------------------------E-MAIL:,________________. . . . ,.,. _______

_______________

C~RCAnON,

Residential College:--- - - - - -- -

: All votes are wrfte.ln. One complet& ballot per student. Duplicadons wtn be clsquallfled. Please wrHe clearty and legibly. Relum to The News offtce, 111 Wilson Hall, by noon March 6.
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SGA releases tuition survey results
alloan?" and "Are you willing
to pay a reasonable tuition
increase to maintain the services?"
These questions, Mantooth
said, were important in identifying students' opinions on
how much tuition increases
affect them.
Among the results from the
survey, Mantooth said she
was most interested in the 94
percent of students who said
they strongly agree or agree
with the fact that they are
happy with thefr experience
at Murray State:
Dean of the College ofBusiness and Public Affairs Tim
Todd said thLc; statistic made
him smile.
"That warmed my heart the
most," Todd said. "That's a
billboard, that's just a huge
statement that students enjoy
their experience at Murray
State."
Todd who helped form and
analyze the survey was a
strong advocate in its ere-

Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
With 743 participants in the
February Student Feedback
Survey on Tuition, the Student Government Associ<~tion
initiative brought back successful data President Kara
Mantooth said.
Mantooth, senior from
Owensboro, Ky., said she was
content with the wide range
of demographics that participated in the survey.
"It was equally dispersed
among the classes," Mantooth
said. "There was a good representation from the extended campuses as well."
Murray State's Paducah,
Hopkinsville, Henderson and
Madisonville campuses contributed 25 percent of the
respondents who participated
in the survey.
The 17-question quiz asked
tuition-related
questions
including "Have you ever
taken out a private education-

ation, Mantooth said.
"I'm a big proponent in survey methodology in seeking
the opinions of students, faculty and staff," Todd said. "1
was please with the response
SGA got."
Also according to the survey the 76 percent of students surveyed agree or
strongly agree paying for
tuition at Murray State has
become more difficult to
afford compared to when
they first began college.
While Mantooth said she
and the Board of Regents
would take students' opinions
into account, consideration of
other factors will determine
the vote in a tuition increase.
"1 know the Regents will
take into account what is
found in the tuition survey
but you have to remember
that there is a lot that goes
into the vote about tuition
and it is not something that is
taken lightly by the Regents,"
Mantooth said in a later intet-

It's more diffuclut to afford a college education than when I started.

~II PI>gly

o.s..~'~e
Photo illustration by Kristen Miller/The News

Information from the Murray State Spring 2009 Student Feedback Survey on Tuition Report
view via e-mail.
should
e-mail
her
at
end of the year tuition
Mantooth said those stukara.mantooth@murraystatc.
forums.
Robin Phelps can be reached
dents who would like to sec
edu.
the results from the Student
Mantooth said students can
at robinj.phclps@murraystate.
Feedback Survey on Tuition
also also offer input at the
edu.

. &.A.JJm~
ChiKese ~estAwrAKt
ALL DAY, ALL-YOU- CAN- EAT BUFFET
Blooest It Best Buffet In Town!

More than 150 items changing dally for lunch & dinner Including:

·Salad B;~r
-Honey Chicken
·Peppered
·Sushi
·Hot Pan Chicken
Shlimp
·Steak
-Mussels
<:hicken on a Stick
-Buttered
·Ice Cream
-General Tso's
<:oct<tall Shrimp
SMmp
-Dessert Bar
<:rab Rangoon
Chicken
638 H. t 2TH ST. 8ElW1:91Gooov'UHD OffiCE DoooT . 270-753-3788

·Appetizers

·Soups

MOH.-Ti<uls. lo:JOA.~<o- l 0".30r.M.
FRl.&S.u. 10".30.l.M.·llr.M. • SuH.I0".30A.M.- IOr.M.

(Q=AL=L=E=R=Y=
.. )

$f2

University Square • 301 North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071 .
u ':II

PEPSIOR
MOUNTAIN DEW 9
:t2 PACKS
~·

All Varieties
Plastic 1/2 Gallon

Regular, Diet or

lb

Caffeine Free 12 oz C111$

II for

Custom Framing • Mirrors
Photo • Frames • Art
Specialty Gifts • Home Accents
10 percent discount with
Racercard

DANISH
PORK RIBS
Frozen
(Sold In 10 lb Box-$12.70 each)

270-759-1019

·1

thegallery@murray-ky. net

~. On The Squar~
., Sp~~wiJ.suits are here!
.
replq sunglasses and handbags.
~

~Y &

4~5

COCA·COU
2UTERS

Seasonal decor
Monograming'
Many quilted items available
(purses, duffle bags, wallets, etc.)

fcwltt, Atgulor.!Htl
Of'

COVERED WAGON
SLICED BACON

cantine FrM

(Sold In 10 lb Box..$9.90 each)

IIIII
.,

C31 Q .. "" "" '"' . . .
~~

' - (~;iJ • • - ~~ •

Frozen

OLD FASHIOHID
ICI CRIIAM
~v..-.

llliiii

4 Ouort Pall

~

$

2

~

CUIIIC
WtlllWIRUD
20 01

-~

lAol

10 10
~

SARA LD

f

II

*

109 S 4th St., Murray
270-761-BAGS (2247)

IUIOGiiR
VECUETABLiil
11·15.2llozCM
-~·

~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·,

'"ungry cBear

JOHN MORRELL
SMOKED SAUSAGE
12otPkg

I

•

~-

BLACK
SEEDLESS GRAPES
Sold by 11'1& Pound

COOKID
PARTY SHRIMP
-$1/tOot

*l;"'llbPI<J.........

·-

COUNTRY S&LICT
CA"mltf PILI.IJTI
CSc*f In 41111 Pk9'f1l-t1 eechl

Co. sterling silver jewelry'

.

a.:2I 5

!
CR.sstaurant Bl 'fun ceenter

11310 Main Street, Murray
i270-753-7641
·Open 7 a.m.- 2 p.m.
six days a week.
Idosed on Wed.

!

KROGER

CLAIIIC
MAYO
OR
CL.AUIC
WHIP
S.~dl/ariolloa
18·3h•PI<e

II

~

,..

PUDDING
CAKES
44oz Pk!l
Assorted v-ties

GALA
OR APPI.£8
JONAQOLD

...,.,,.. p...,.

t1

f29

$

•

FIIESH
JUICY
CANTALOUI'IEI

&9

2'9

$

-

I'AEIMf
IROCCOU OR

CAULifl.OWI!R

1:1
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Opinion Editor: Clayton Vertrees
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

How to study in the face of debt
Despite heavy co~ts, benefits still outweigh price tag of college education
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
After each academic step, students should
take the time to analyze their next goal.
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
As the economy tightens, students across
Depending on where they want to go, many
the United States question the real value of
high school graduates may sec more benefits
in a less time consuming associate's degree or
their educations.
Many students look at their accumulated
certification.
Based on the financial damage, students
debt with a sense of terror. fearing that other
routes may have offered more sound returns.
may doubt whether their undergraduate eduWhat have students gained if they owe
cations will prove wonh the costs. As anxious
more in student loans upon graduation than
as students may feel toward heavy financial
obligations following graduation, their fear
they will take in within the first two years of
will eventually evolve into steady incomes.
the professional lives?
Consider a degree the ticket into one of the
Have students wisely invested their time
pursuing higher education or fallen into a gengreat achievements of modern times: the miderational trap? Has college become a popular,
dle class.
yet expensive hangout for people trying to • Competition for prime careers will always
remain keen, but students with undergraduate
map the next step in their lives?

degrees will continue to fall ahead of those
with backgrounds limited to high school educations or GEO's.
Ways to finance education continue to dry
up and many students look to postpone their
educations fearing consequences of a highstakes financial gamble.
Murray State should make it a priority to
reinforce students' understanding of the
investment made toward their futures
through college.
Students about to buckle under the overwhelming weight of student loans typically
have more opportunities than they realize.
Today. the undergraduate degree stands
more popular than ever before. Increasing
numbers of undergraduate diplomas mark it

as a permanent standard for education in the
workplace.
At this point, debt is a collegiate rite of passage instead of something to fear. Yesteryear's education in today's international marketplace: that's scary.
The News believes for all its costs, college
serves a more important role in ensuring a
bright professional future today than ever
before.
Despite the high costs attached, recent and
long-ago graduating classes look back at the
dividends of their educations with a sense of
pride and personal fulfillment. Collegiate educations motivate students and change the way
they perceive their surroundings.
Employers appreciate these traits.

what do you think•••
·is college worth the expense?
"Keeping good priorities and taking advan- .
tage for the many opportunities college
offers makes college worth the expense."
Philip Draude • Hopkinsville, Ky.
sophomore
"The core classes you take are worth the
expense. but the University requirements
are like a flashback of high school."

MURRAY STATE
PUBLll IVORY TOWERS

Ashley Hall • Owensboro, Ky.
sophomore

"Ilhink that if you can take what~ou have
learned and,use it in the real world, then
college is worth the expense."

Keith Rogers • Fredonia, Ky.
senior
Lauren Lanham/The News

Your voice

Letters

Local theater takes patrons on ride through film

Chris Byars
Chris Byars is a

projectionist at Cheri
Theater from Murray

I would like to add my two
cents to the arguments in the
paper from two weeks ago
regarding whether or not the
Cheri Theater does its best to
showcase variety in its programming.
I would first like to address
the issue of how films are chosen and why.
I won't repeat what my colleague Bryan Hopkins said in
his article. I would like to point
out however, the types of films
that any theater wants to play
over any other: those with
longevity. The reason a movie
with "legs" is most desirable is
because at no point in a film's
run docs any theater get to
keep all of the money it makes
off of the fUm.
Fach studio demands a percentage of the grosses from
each movie it has playing. The
size of this percentage varies
with tbe studio and how well it
believes a movie will do. This
percentage split can run as
high 70/ 30 or 80/20 the first
week out, with the theater on
the losing end.
Gradually, the longer the
film plays, the split reverses
itself until the theater gets to
keep most, but not all, of the
ticket sales.
But the rate and speed at
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which this happens is determined solely by the studio.
As to the issue about Paducah or other cities getting
movies Murray docs not. or
getting them before Murray
docs, it's important to remember a key fact: The theater in
Paducah is part of the nationwide chain CincMark and the
films it plays are determined
by someone hundreds or thousands of miles away, with no
regard to local tastes. No matter where you go in the world,
you will never find another
Cheri where all the decisions
arc made by someone who is
actually in the building.
As for foreign or independent films, it would no doubt
be of interest that both "The
Dark Knight" and "Taken'' are
technically foreign films since
the production companies that
made them are based in the
U.K. and Europe and both were
either partially or entirely
filmed there. If you're looking
for something that is entirely
subtitled, you have to confront
a very serious question: If you
owned a theater and played
such movies, and no one
showed up to watch them,
would you have much incentive to continue showing them?
Now to the issut> that was

mentioned in a letter to the
editor stating that Murray was
no longer a community of
retirees and families. This may,
to some extent, be very true.
But to look at the numbers at
the Cheri, you wouldn't know
it. The biggest movies of 2009
so far have been powered to
tremendous box-office by
these two groups. "Gran Torino" not only starred an octogenarian but sold out repeatedly
on the strength of retirees! The
same could be said of "Paul
Blart: Mall Cop," except substitute "retirees" with "families."
Students and young people are
a welcome and vital part of
theater patronage, but saying
that families and seniors are
not important would be an
overwhelming bit of misinformation.
Let me wrap this up by saying that movies are meant to
take you on a ride. For nearly
as long as I can remember, as
an employee or not, the Cheri
has been the perfect place to
take that ride. lt's never been
the kind of ride your friend
takes you on and then demanJs
gas money afterward. It's
always been the kind of ride
where it pulls up, throws open
the door and asks, "Where do
you want to go?"

I the news editorial board
Ashley Edwards
Editor·in-Chief • 809·6877
Mia Walters
News Editor· 809-4468
Clayton Vertrees
Opinion Editor • 809-5873
Whitney Harrod
Features Editor • 809·5871
Alison Mugler
Sports Editor • 809·4481

Forget ChaCha, ask your campus Ubrarians
Dear Editor,
I'm writing to let you guys in on a little secret: you've been
had again! You, (as in the student population of Murray State),
have once again fallen for the glitz and glam that is the internet
(although Google and Wikipedia are pretty awesome) and fallen victim to a scheme of the worst offense.
Sigh. You guys have been using this ChaCha thing? Oklet's regroup. Here, on Murray State's campus, lies a group of
individuals whose sole purpose in life (sad, 1 know) is to help
you find information. Worse than that is that we're even freeer than this ChaCha service, because we won't jack your cell
phone for advertisements. (Well, freer in the sense that we borrow a little of your tuition money to help pay for ourselves and
for stuff, so you're kind of already paying and you might as well
make the most of it).
Ladies and Gentlemen, I'm talking about the library. We reference librarians are information professionals (i.e., we have
degrees in this stufO, already employed by you not some hacks
that ChaCha is employing for the day.
Now don't get me wrong, I'd rather help you find sources for
your research paper, but I'd simply be doing you a disservice if
I allowed you to continue outsourcing my work that I'm willing to do at no charge and with zero disclaimcrsl And I'm sure
you're thinking. But see, I can get ChaCha on my cell phonell
It's true. But you can get us, too at 809-2053. Or toll free, at
866-774-6612. You
can
email
us
at
msureferencc@murraystate.edu. Or, we'll even chat with you:
lib.murraystate.edu/bb/askus.htm.
So, I guess what I'm saying is, go ahead and use your ChaCha
(What does that mean, anyway?). I'm going to be hanging out
in the library, answering questions for people who want the
highest benefit return on their tuition. And if that includes me
answering a question about which issue of The Amazing Spider-Man was actually a 4-part cross-over among the three Spider-Man series published by Marvel, by Dewey. I'll do it.

-Ashley Ireland, Reference Librarian. Waterfield Library

r From the front

Erika Forberg
Advertising Manager • 809·4478
Katelyn Swift
Production Manager • 809·5874
Misty Hays
Photography Editor • 809·5878
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(from top left) Globe picture by Misty Hays/The News; Basketball cutout by RICk Burres/ The News;
video camera graphic by Misty Hays/ The News; (sidebar from top) Call of Fame graphic by Kristen
Miller/ The News; Face Off graphic courtesy of kk.org; my Tunes picture by lauren Bell/ The News;
weather graphics by Kristen Miller/ The News: weather information courtesy weather.com; Text·
book pictures by Kristen Miller/The News
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Meal plan~. FLEX dollars off-campus?
NO
'YES
Meal plans help
fund healthier
food choices
Murray State requires alJ freshman and sophomore students to
purchase a meal plan.
The goal of this requirement is
for the University to try its best to
make sure these students are presented with healthy meals for
their ftrst few semesters here.
Look at it as the University's
constant battle against Ramen and
pizza. These foods can be great
every now and then, but are less
than healthy when eaten on a
daily or twice daily basis.
Available meal plans offered by
the University are flexible,
accommodating to students who
might wish to eat all their meals
on campus, and those who only
want cafeteria or cafe food a few
times a week.
Juniors, seniors and commuters, who are not required to
purchase a meal plan, may find
FLEX dollars a convenient alternative to cash when dining on
campus. FLEX dollars can be used
like non-taxed cash at any campus
food provider.
Some universities with plans
similar to Murray State have partnered with local restaurants to
aUow meal plans to be used at
select locations off-campus. Such
a policy would be completely
unnecessary to Murray State students and against our best interests, especially for underclassmen.
Meal plans are required to
encourage healthy eating habits.
At oth~r 1-1niversities where these
off-~a.olpus meal plan progl-ams
have been implemented, the highest number of off-campus business partnerships have come from
fast food restaurants.
Adding these foods to the overall meal plan menus completely
defeats the purpose of trying to
offer and encourage healthy cuisine. In fact, these plans may
eventually even have a negative
impact on the general student
population.
Of course, FLEX dollars are a
slightly
different
situation.
Designed, as their name implies,
for flexibility, they are often used
for small meals or snacks at campus cafe and delis.
While nutritious foods are usually offered at these locations,
there are also plenty of sugary,
caffeine choices up for grabs.

Let students use
meal dollars at
local businesses ·

Kayce Humkey
is.a senior from
Bardstown, Ky.

Therefore, the problem with making FLEX dollars available offcampus is not one of failed nutritious ambition, but of convenience.
It would actually be less convenient to have to take the time to
implement a partnership with offcampus businesses.
Other universities have issued
separate dining cards for this purpose, as Murray would have to do.
No one needs more cards to
keep up with, and we don't need
our money going toward the
implementation of a new card
plan. Most FLEX plan holders
bought their plans with the specific ambiHon to have access to fast,
easy, on-campus dining.
If they wanted to eat off-campus, they would have simply
avoided purchasing a meal plan.
Partnerships with off-campus
businesses is not in the best interest of Murray State students
where neither nutrition or convenience is concerned.
Such
partnerships
would
encourage unhealthy eating habits
and undermine our University's
Food Services program. If students would like more dining
options, then Murray State would
be better served by reevaluating
food selections and on-campus
locations to offer even greater
convenience and variety. lt's
never wise to fix what isn't broken.

These days, the world economy
is struggling; people worldwide,
including students at Murray
State, are trying to find the best
deals and budget money.
Should students be able to use
their Raccrcards at local businesses off campus? Sure, of
course!
The town of Murray has
always made sincere efforts to try
and adapt and bend its many services to the needs of the demanding population of college students.
A few years ago Hardees
offered an excellent discount to
all Murray State students, as long
as they presented their Racercards.
Such promotions certainly
would and have motivated Murray State students, to return to
Hardees for their next meal.
Without a doubt, this was an
effective marketing and advertising campaign.
First of all, let's take a moment
to consider the many conveniences of the Murray State Racercard.
All students are issued a Racercard and are always asked to use
it at on-campus locations such as
the library for checking out
books, laptops and assigned materials.
Many students also use their
Raccrcards to purchase meals or

Jackelyn Vargas
is a graduate student
from Murray

snacks at the Thoroughbred
Room, Winslow, Sugar Cube and
library coffee shops at Hart and
Regents. The Racercard works
like a credit card, except that it
functions on a declining balance
only available on Murray State
campus.
Students are used to using their
Racercards for nearly all transactions on campus.
Likewise, students also use
their Racercards as forms of identification at other businesses
when they forget their driver's
licenses.
Students depend on and use
their Murray State Racercards,
for almost all transactions in their
daily lives.
What would be the difference if
we, the students were allowed to
use our Racercards at local businesses, such as Dairy Queen or
Hardees? It would be beneficial if
some local businesses could create a partnership with Murray
State for students to use their
Racercards as a form of monetary
transaction.
Some universities already have
a similar program.
In Puerto Rico, when I was an
exchange student, the students,
including myself, had to use our
Sagrado Corazon ID cards to pay
for our university books, use the
copier to make copies, pay for our
tuition and meals and at times
receive discounts for the public
transportation system.
In J{prea, there are specific student ID cards that students can
use when taking the metro for discounts.
The University of Louisville
has a similar program as well,
where students can use their university ID cards at certain businesses. If Murray State could per~
haps create a partnership with
local businesses this would be a
good PR, marketing and advertising campaign for local businesses.
Plus, many students sometimes
have too much leftover money in
their declining balances from
scholarships or financial aid that
they would sometimes prefer to
spend elsewhere.
Therefore, I feel that it would
be beneficial for Murray State
students to use their Racercards
at local businesses.

Simply
Put
Relax, unwind, watch out
for the angry drug people
I almost miss all the
fun times I could have
spent as a freewheeling college student,
soaking in a foreign
culture one shot at a
time.
But when I compare
all the memories I
could have made
Clayton
slumping toward the
Vertrees nearest men's room in
a Mexican cantina
with a solid week of domestic relaxation,
I think I came out ahead.
For all the boredom, I cherish the time
spent not having to pay a foreign police
officer for impromptu traffic violations.
And if I did observe all the rites of Spring
Break, who can say l would have remembered my week of fermented bliss?
This year, the U.S. State Department
gave me a little more justification for my
tame lifestyle.
The U.S. recently deemed Mexico a
dangerous travel destination for 2009.
Despite warnings by the State Department, experts still predict students will
flock to one of the most popular vacation
destinations to unwind. These people
doubt students will take to heart the glaring urgency of warnings advising vacationers traveling throughout Mexico to
"exercise caution in unfamiliar areas and
be aware of their surroundings at all
times."
I guess some fear that these harsh
words border too closely to the standard
international traveler's credo.
So. why would students risk their lives
to party?
First of all, not all students know about
Mexico's ongoing problems with drug
cartels close to the U.S. border. Secondly,
according to the Minnesota Star Tribune,
many travel agents have told students
that such alerts serve merely as precautionary measures to keep vacationers safe
despite possible threats.
Such advice draws on the hope that
most students Will exercise enough caution to shy away from things like drug
cartels or prostituUon rings - some of the
more questionable aspects of Mexico.
Numbers paint a clearer picture of the
dangers faced abroad. According to
Reuters, a Mexican military force took
the place of police enforcement after 250
Mexicans died when violence erupted in
Mexico's Ciudad Juarez, bordering El
Paso, Texas.
The State Department could have done
much better than warnings bordering on:
"Mexico is still not a safe place. Maybe
you should stay home."
Consider the impact of: "Seriously,
Mexicans with really dangerous guns are
fighting drug cartels. 250 people died this
week. Do your Jell-0 shots somewhere
else."
I wish I could decide which poses a
greater threat to student safety: Mexican
drug wars, travel agents downplaying
travel risks, or vague advisories by the

u.s.
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Hopefully, institutions like the University of Minnesota or Murray State will
pick up where the State Department and
travel agents left off. Schools like the
University of Minnesota will fall among a
group of colleges working to educate students on the dangers of traveling south of
the border for Spring Break through
things like "safe Spring Break kits."
Then again, when I say "educate students on the dangers," I refer to kits
including a copies of the State Department's warning. Yes, Spring Breakers can
learn about large-scale fighting between
the Mexican government and drug cartels
the same way they heard about their first
crush - through a note.
If you plan to head to Mexico for
Spring Break, consider rescheduling or
staying home.
If you feel passionate about the great
deal you found on Expedia and refuse to
let little things like armed combat change
your plans, at least educate yourself
before traveling. Familiarize yourself
with recent events enough to distinguish
between safe and at-risk regions of Mexico.

Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vertrees@murraystate.cdu.

Write to us
· The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown. classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries ~hould be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in WeHnesday pf each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Officials advise storm preparation
Megan Locke
Staff writer
The winter storm in late January left strewn
trees, downed power lines and displaced college students in its wake. A little over a month
since the storm, recovery efforts are ongoing,
and the issue of preparedness in Kentucky is at
the forefront.
.
Gov. Steve Beshear declared March Severe
Storms Preparedness Month, as a way to prepare citizens for severe weather, like the.winter
ice storm.
The storm left more than 700,000 people
without power and more than 200,000 lacking
water. It resulted in 36 deaths and more than
$214 million in damages, according to a Federal
Emergency Management Agency press release.
"Although the state and local governments
are expected to assist the public during these
times, preparedness starts at home," Brig. Gen.
John W. Heltzel, director of the Kentucky Division of Emergency Management, said in a press
release. "In the event of large scale disasters
the government may be unable to respond
immediately."
As a part of storm preparedness month, the
University participated in the annual tornado
safety drill conducted across the state at 9:07
a.m. Tuesday. The d rill resulted in activation of
the University's outdoor notification system
and phone warning systems, as well as tbe
county's outdoor warning system.
According to ready.gov there are many ways
students can prepare for emergencies. In any
emergency, people should prepare with fresh
water, food, clean air and warmth. Food and
water supplies should last for at least three
days, with at least one gallon of water per day
per person. Other practical items include bat-

Ready.gov's recommended supplies to Include In a''
basic kit:
·one Qlllon of water per person per day for drlnldno and san1tatton
•At least a threHay supply of fl0n1)erlshable food
·Bitteryxpowered or hand crank radio and • Nltlonil Ocelnk: and A~ • • •:
tion Weathet ~ with tone alert and extta bltterles lor botb
·FiashUQht and eitra batteries
•First aid kit
•Whistle to signal for help
·Filter mask or cotton T-shlrt to r.IP filter the air
·Moist towetettes. oar6aQe bacJs and plastic ties fOr personal sanitation
•Wrench or pliers to tum otf utilities
·Manual can opener Hkit contains cannid food
·Plastic sheetlnQ and cklct tape to shelter-In--pia
•Important Family Documents
·Unique famHy needs such as dally ~ptlon mecbtlons.lnflnt formilll or..,..
tery-powered or crank radios with extra batteries, flashlights and fust aid kits. Handy nonperishable foods include; canned meats, cereals, granola bars, peanut butter, crackers and
juice. In the wake of the winter storm, many
students found themselves stranded without
cell phone signals. In order to make situations
such as thls easier to deal with in the future,
students should make an emergency plan with
family or friends.

An emergency plan should include people to
contact in case of emergency, as well as ways
to place phone calls even when cell phone service .is disrupted. For example, families may
want to purchase prepaid phone cards and
determine a long-distance contact to call, since
it is often easier to call long-distance than
locally in such situations.
Environmental Coordinator Jeff Steen said
all officials in the Murray area did a good )ob of

starting the recovery process, but also said
much of the community found itself unprepared. Steen said he wished people were
more prepared, for themselves and for their
families.
"Some were caught so unprepared.ft he said.
"Little things such as filling up the car with gas,
storing a few gallons of water and keeping a
flashlight handy are really invaluable when a
problem like this arises.
"Even some emergency response organizations were not as prepared as they could have
been due to the length of the power outage. I
think more emergency generators need to be
installed at facilities that provide emergency
services, or support emergency services."
In terms of on-campus preparedness, Steen
said emergency flip charts are located beside
all phones, and building coordinators are
trained to transmit emergency procedures to
others.
"I do know of many private individuals. businesses, and public organizations that are taking
steps to be better prepared if this disaster or a
similar disaster were to occur again. ...Still we
must realize that no one can totally prepare for
things to continue as normal if there were to be
another ice storm, significant snow event or
even an earthquake."
Steen made several suggestions for more
preparedness strategies in the case of a major
storm emergency.
"The community can prepare for disaster by
visiting preparedness Web sites," he said. "The
Red Cross, FEMA and Homel~~ Security all
have excellent web pages with information on
how a family can prepare for a disaster."
For more information check out ready.gov.

Megan Locke can be reached
megan.Jocke@murraystatc.edu.
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Mock Trial team advances in regional tournament
AshleeCobb
Staff writer
Murray State's Mock Trial
team placed fifth in the
regional competition at Samford University in Birmingham last weekend.
For the first time ever, the
team advanced to the super
regional competition, which
is in Greenville, S.C., March
28.
The University of Alabama
at Birmingnam hosted 25 uni-

r

versities including schools in
the South East Conference at
Samford University. Murray
State's team won against
every SEC school except one,
and against schools such as
the University of Memphis
and Tulane University.
David Borum, senior from
Hardinsburg, Ky., played the
role of defense litigator for
the team.
"Mock trial is a lot of fun,
however we have been
preparing for this competi-

tion since September 2008,"
Borum said. "We work about
four-to-five hours a week
with the exception of breaks.
That's one of the things that
makes this so fun, is the realization that you work so hard,
now it's paying off."
There were 26 schools in
the competition, but Murray
State went head-to·head with
three.
The judges
for this competition were
UAB a lumni, legal minds
from across the country. who

are practicing attorneys and
judges or law professors.
"Each team who wins is
matched up against another
team that wins," Borum said.
"You win the competition by
going undefeated. Two teams
that go undefeated will have a
tie breaker. Then the judges
will go by other factors such
as who had the harder schedule, which had the hardest
opponent.
· The team with the harder
schedule is the winner. If a

third is needed, judges will
look at each school's margin
of victory to determine a winner."
Zach Barnard, senior from
Owensboro, Ky., is a senior
litigator for the team.
"This competition wasn't
easy," Barnard said. "It was
very nerve-racking. W e knew
we had a chance to advance
and a bunch of the teams
played the best they ever had
before. Pe~le performed at a
level they weren't used to. 1

am definitely proud of the
team."
Mock Trial is offered as a
class and is has 15 students
with nine competitors.
T he competitive atmosphere of the class resembles a
courtroom.
Anyone considering a
career in law should consider
the Mock Trial team, Borum
said.
''I have taken huge steps in
learning to beco me a trial
attorney," Borum S<\id...1 have
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$200 for New Leases

We are offering $200 in Visa gift cards to any
New* Fall 2009 Lease Completed**
by March 13.

The Chase @Murray offers
2- and 4-bedroom apartments.
Now at a lower rate!

Includes

ns
•

Rocking
Chair

~arc~

11th
11 A.M.

to
3

Loqnge

P.M~

T HE

• All-inclusive rent to include
Internet, cable and
electric with cap
• Private bathrooms
•Washers and dryers
• Fully furnished with
new leather couches
and wood-looking
flooring
•New Fitness Center
•New Tanning Dome

CHASE
AT .Ill U R R.A Y

Don't miss this great deal!
Contact us today to reserve your room.
* Available only for new customers between 2/13/09 and 3/13/09

** All paperwork must be completed and approved, including

application, lease and parental or sponsor guaranty form.

Here!

THE CHASE @ MURRAY
1700 Lowe's Drive
270-759-3003

myownapartment.com
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Across campus

FemaleadiJete~- . .

The deadline [Qr tbe ~et Slaamou
female student athlete ()f the year awatciiiOIDinations is Monday.
Notllimltion lotms are a-vailable illlbe Worn·

MlaWalten
News Editor
The Murray State Huard of Regents Special
Task Force on Farms and Facilities has made
recommendations to the board that would
move farm property outside city Limits.
"It's just hard to farm in the city." Jay Morgan, professor of agriculture and task force
member. said. "AU three of our farms are
nearly surrounded by residential subdivisions
and it's hard to continue operations in that situation."
The proposal, which was completed on the
Feb. 17 and mailed to Board of Regents members. recommends the University issue a
bridge loan to the department to start the
transition out of the city.
The department would pay back the loan,
the amount of which has yet to be determined,
to the University in a few years, Morgan said.
' The money is requested to come from the
University's reserve account, of approximately $10 million.
Funds for these projects are proposed to
draw from various sources, including the
State Equine Trust Fund. the University
reserve account and others.
T h is project is No. lO on the University Legislative Priority Listing. Lower numbers are
projects such as the completion of the science
,complex and the construction of a new library
according to the executive summary of recommendations made.
"The top few projects cost $20 plus million," Morgan said. "My theory i~; that we
should drop down to the less expensive projects while the economy is the way it is and
continue to move forward."
Morgan said in two or three years the big-

e n's Center.

Female upperclassmen or graduate studenta
who play on a varsity bat~ sports team
and display ataClemie and leadersblp qualities
are eli.sible to apply.

For questions ·eall the Women's ce,_ter at 809·
3140 or e--mail womenscenter@mutta.YJta~.edu.

Blstorydeparti&llatsbolds paael
At ?:30 p.m. Mqnday lu the Curris Center
Barkley ROom. The ~ry departmtbt Will
sponsor a student panel on "At beitm an4
Betief."
This is the second program Ia tHe lilies of
panels. •AtbeisJD. Pro and Con/•
The tblrd:event ls at 7".30 p.m. March 261D the
lauren l<lnham/Th!' N ('WJ

The North Farm complex on North 16th Street is one of three that may move to another location.
ger projects could be revisited, but the smaller projects, such as repairing air conditioners
and roofs, are mort~ attainable in this economic climate.
The move to about 5·7 miles outside of city
limits could also make money, Morgan said.
"If we sold 40 acres in the city at n higher
price, then hypothetically we could purchase
150 acres out in the county for that same
amount," Morgan said . ''People are willing to
pay more for land to build a hous(' on than the
raw land we arc looking at."
To help with the cost of this proposal, the
Agricultural Leadership Council of Students
voted unanimously to adopt a $3 fee per agri·
culture credit hour.

Other p rojects listed on the proposal
include the completion of the A. Carman Animal Health Technology rear laboratory, a new
or renovated equine housing facility and the
continued placement of the Breathitt Veterinary Center as a top priority in Murra}' State's
State of Kentucky Lcgislativt~ Capitol Project
Request.
Special Task Force on Farms and Facilities
members are Jay Morgan. Bill Adams and
Marilyn Buchanon. It is chaired by Peg Hayes.
T he p roposal is scheduled for discussion at
the next Board of Regl~nts meeting. which is
tentatively'schedu led for Aprill3.

Mia Walters can he rc;lchc.•d
mia.walters@murraystatc.cdu.

at

Curris C.Dter Batkley Room

and wBl iadade 1

panel of local m1nisten wbo wUl ciYe their per·
spectives on how they eDCOUDt~ llld deal 'trieb
atheism.
The fourth evestt of the
Ill a publk lecture held April 15 in Faculty Hal ltoo:m 208
talled • aeflectioas on Atheism: I&It Convin~

-'*

ing?"

For more informadon about the events contact Joseph T. Fuhrmann. professor emeritus of
history, by e-mail at
loe.fuhrmaM@
murraystate.edu or call 809-6579.

New ODK m.embeisblp begiQs
Omicron Delta Kappa, a: ~~ational leadership
honor societt. ~ accept:iJlg appllc:atlQns for Drli
membership. Applic:atious are available ln the
Student Affairs office, Student Government
Association office, Honors Program offices, the
Multicultural Center and residential college

Shakespeare Festival visits Murray State
Jessica Perez
Contributing writer
This week, Murray State stu·
dents had the opportunity to get
personal with Shakespeare.
Throughout the week, Murray
State accommodated The American Shakespeare Center on Tour.
A team of professional actors
from Staunton, Va., arrived on
campus earlit.!r this week to perform a number of Shakespeare's
n otable works of litcratun' on
stage.
Students, faculty, staff and
members of the Murray community attended the production :md
even had ttie opportunity to sit
on stage with the actors.
Warren Edminster, associate
professor of English and philoso-

phy and director of the Honors
Program, also directs the Shakespeare Festival each year.
Edminster said Shakespeare is
one of the best-known writers to
this day and it is no surprise a fes·
tival is held in his honor.
"Shakespeare, withou t a doubt,
makes good Literature. but u nless
you see it performed in person
it's hard to fully appreciate this
truly amazing form of art,"
Edminster said.
Init ially started in 2002.
Edminster said the fes tival
strives to bring high quality pro·
ductions of Shakespeare to the
region. This allows students. as
well as people from the sut:o•
' rounding "'communiticYs, th~
opportunity to see professional
Shakespeare p roductions for a

small fee.
Bryan Cardenas, junior from
Louisville, Ky., attended "The
Comedy of Errors" Tuesday to
receive credit for a class, but, he
said. to his surprise enjoyed the
production very much .
"I originally came just for my
Humanities dass. but afte r seeing
the play I really enjoyed it and
thought it was really funny and I
enjoyed the constant confusion
between the characters throughout the play," Cardenas said.
This week was the seventh
annual festival. which included
two performances of "Hamlet,"
one performance of "The Comedy of Errors" and two lectures
about various Shakespeare topics.
"Every festival is an opportuni-

ty to hold events in honor of the
Sh akespeare era. which includes
films, concerts, plays, lectures
and this year, a fencing demonstration," Edminster said.
The festivities continue today
at 10 a.m. with another production of "Hamlet" in Lovett Auditorium. General admission is $7,
or $5 for Murray State students.
Also tonight, the production of
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstorn
Are Dead" is in Lovett Auditori·
urn with a general admission of
$7 and $5 for Murray State students.
For a complete list of the
Shakespeare Festival events, a
schedule is posted on Murray
State University's homepage.

Jessica Pl•rcz can be rc.•achcd at
jcssica.perez@murraystate.cdu.

CHECK OlTf OUR

front desks.
Students who show academic or athletic
excellence, athletics and campus or community
service, are involVed in other forms of leader·
ship and rank in the tOp 3S percent of their class
are eligible.
Visit campus.murra)'$tate.edu/org/odk for an
application and more lnfermation.
Applications are due by 4:30 p.m. Friday at the
Student Affairs Offaee.

Pint-Year Leaderdead"ne nean
The deadline for FirSt-Year J,eader applications is March 15.
Applications are available from J"esideotial
cC>llege heads, .the M\U.TaY State Wtb site and
the Student A.{falr$ office in Ordway Hall

Be~'VIstilea"'J'IDIDAprD
Author Bernadette Barton wW be at Murray
State April 8 to give a multl-medla. leaearCh·
based presentation titled "'J'')e To~e CJoset:
Bq~GfYi.W.fboe~~·•
I
I
Barton also wrote the book •stripped: Inside

the Lives of Exotic Dancers."

WEB SITE FOR BAND UPDATES AND INFORMATION
bigapplemurray.com

WELCOME TO BRINN'S!
Complete Automotive Service & Repair Garage

ChifOPractic
Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?

VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE
OIL CHANGE
THE PAST 4 YEARS

The Logon Doctor of Chiroprac tic program includes extensive
study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
sciences, chiropractic techruques, business training and extensive
clinicol ro tations.
Students also hove the opportunity to combine their chiropractic
education with a unique Moster's degree in Sporb Science a
Rehabilitation CMS/ DC).

Specialties Within Chiropractic:
t Sports Rehab
t Pediatrics
t Geriatrics

t Radiology
t Acupuncture

Sat.

General Practice
Neurology
Orthopedics
Research
+ Personal Injury

t
t
t
t

Contact Logon University at www .logon.eclu for
on info pocket to your future a s a Doctor of
Chiropractic.
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Senior ouard Tyler Holloway creates some space between
himself and Tennessee State's Jerrell Houston in Tuesday's
semi-final round of the OVCTournament.

Men extend
consecutive
OVC winning
seasons
Ricky Martin
Staff writer

Rick Burre<.I'The N£>ws

Women's Head Basketball Coach Rob Cross takes freshman ouard MaiiOfY Schwab aside durill(J Tuesday's first round of the OVCTournament

In his first season as head coach, Rob Cross has led his team
to a 21-7 record and a Tournament title that is well in sight
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer
For most head coaches their first season is a trivial one, full of
criticism and problems, in quickly developing strategy and relationships with his/her players and assistant coaches. But the story
of Murray State's women's basketball Head Coach Rob Cross
breaks all stereotypical boundaries.
Because Cross worked as part of the coaching staff at Murray
State for the past 13 seasons, this season called for little change in
the eyes of the players and the coaches on and off the court.
"I'm very familiar with all the players, even the freshmen
because I recruited them," Cross said. ..The transition was very
different than that of most coaches in their first year. Most all the
drama that goes along with the transition is student-athletes wondering, 'Does this coach really want me'? Am I the kind of player
they really want'? which is a major adjustment for them and the
coach. We didn't really have that adjustment period."
In his first year as head coach, Cross continues to build a successful women's basketball program for the Racers.
Not only have his individuals players broken records upon
re~ords, but the team has claimed its fll'st Ohio Valley Conference
regular season title, going and impressive 16-2 in the conference
and 21-7 overall.
"He's been able to maintain," senior guard Ashley Hayes said.
"The main thing, in the first year as head coach, coming off of a
winning season, is to keep at the same level the team's at. He's
been able to do that and exceed it, winning the regular season and
now we're on our way to a possible conference championship.''
Cross said he credited the nearly flawless success of the 2008-09
season to the senior and underclassmen leadership, as well as the
hard work of the freshmen class.
"All the years that be's been here has helped," junior bFUnrd Mal-

lory Luckett said. "We see how well he knows the league, how well
he knows the OVC and with the different coaches he's coached
under that knowledge has helped him figure out bow he wants to
lead as a head coach. If I had an idea or a concern, I could just go
up to talk to him and express how I feel. You don't have to worry
about his ego getting in the way."
Although Murray State will lose five seniors, four of whom are
starters, Cross and the underclassmen said they are focusing aU
their attention on the conference tournament.
"We'll be losing a lot, especially offense and experience," Luckett said. "We'll have to rebuild the program, but l think the people
that are here right now will be able to come in. They'll have to step
up and play big minutes and big roles. We'll have a lot of work
ahead of us for next year."
Cross said he is optimistic for the post-season and next year
after an encouraging first season as head coach thus far.
"It's been unique and I've certainly been thrilled to have the
opportunity," Cross said. "I'm very excited for the way things have
turned out so far this season and how hard the team has worked
and that's the reason we are where we are now.
Our primary focus is to live in the moment and take care of what
we can control, which is how we react to the situations we're put
in. I'm glad we've lived that way this year and our players have
done a great job staying focused."
Murray State competes against Austin Peay at noon today at the
Somrnct Center in Nashville Tenn., for the semifinals of the conference tournament. The winner of this matchup up will continue
to the championship game to play the winner of the Tennessee
State-Eastern Illinois game.
Updates will be posted throughout all games in which the Racers compete on thcnews.org.

Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at clizabctha.johnson@
murraystatc.t.•du.
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Only seven of the country's 343 Division-! basketball programs have had a winning record in conference play for more than 10 years in a row.
Of these seven schools, which include Kentucky
and Kansas, Murrar State sits atop the list, as the
only program with more than 20. Murray State has
had 22 consecutive seasons in which it has finished
above .500 in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Kansas and Kentucky, who have yet to complete
their scheduled conference games but are on pace to
finish this season with winning in-conference
records, are tied for second with 19 apiece.
Although Murray State has won only one game in
its 13 NCAA tournament appearances, during a Hl88
upset ·Of North Carolina State, the team proved at is
a fonnidable opponent once they reach the tournament.
Murray State's Athletic Director Allen Ward
recalled the Racers' most recent appearance in the
tournament in 2006.
"One of my favorite moments was the NCAA
tournament game in which we played North Carolina," Ward said. "We led them to the end, but we lost
it in last few minutes. Shawn Witherspoon got hurt,
and that was devastating for us. Jt was an incredible
moment for us and there was nothing like it. That is
what we strive for."
: ..:
At the time North Carolina was the No. 3 see47ib
the Washington D.C. Regional while the Racers
were a 14-seed. The Tar Heels edged out the Racers
69-65 before losing to a Final Four- bound George
r ~
Mason in the second round.
Ward, in his fourth year as athletic direcctor at
Murray State, said he recognized a number of factors in the success of the Racers' program.
••
"The first thing is the overall passion the fans: fhe
students and the alumni have," Ward said. "nUu
comes from the tradition of hanging those banners
and winning those championships. Jt is an increai~
ble streak, and l don't see it ending anytime soon.ii •
During Murray State's run, it had the. like!! : ;;,f
Racer greats Ronald "Popeye" Jones and James Sin~
gleton help raise banners into the rafters at ·tht•
Regional Special Events Center. Jones played in the
NBA from 1993-2005. Singleton is the lone Murray
State alumnus in the NBA, currently playing for the
Dallas Mavericks.
::::
The Racers play again this evening, facing Austin
Peay in the second round of the OVC Tournament
in Nashville, Tenn. The Governors defeated the
Racers twice during the regular season by a total of
four points. The victor will face the winner of the
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State game in the
championship Saturday.
Ricky
Martin
can
be
rt!achcd
at

richard.martin@murraystatc.cdu.

Make sure to
check out
updates, blogs and game
footage from the 2009 Ohio
Valley Conference Men's and
Women's Basketball
Tournament at thenews.org
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Tim's 2·Minute

Dr~ II
Hardware
Player, coach and team of the year, AllAmericans and the most underrated and
overrated teams going into the Big Dance.
The only thing is missing is commentary
from Dick Vitale.
• Starting with the 2-Minute Drill's AllAmericans; the first is an obvious choice,
Mr. Double-double himself, Blake Griffin.
Griffm is the difference between his team

1

I

bdngpretender
a serious contender
and being a serious
in
the tournament.
He also does the
little things. The
first game back
after his concussion he jumps
over a press table
to save a ball
inbounds-its
dumb, but cer"tainly commendMacAllister
able.
Assistant
The big man
Sports Editor
opposite of Griffin in this lineup is a similar unstoppable
force. De juan Blair of Pittsburgh also aver·
ages a double-double and his domination
of Hasheem Thabeet in the game against
UConn was impressive.
· The point man in charge of distribution,
as well' as knocking down big shots, is
Atlantic Coast Conference guard Jeff
Teague. The Wake Forest guard is a dynamite scorer with stellar ball-handling. The
sophomore guard averages 20 points a
ga"me and almost four assists.
At shooting guard its appropriate we
Curry. The sharpshooting son of Dell
Curry averages 28 points a game, almost
sjx assists and carries Davidson, a team
with a possible at-large t;,id to the NCAA
tournament due to him.
James Harden of Arizona State is our '
final talented guard. His team is ranked
21st in the nation and when he scores 20 or
more the Sun Devils are 11-3. The four

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

W1•001•0 g weekend £or golf

assists.sixboardsandtwostealspergame
make this guard the total package. Players
like Jodie Meeks score more but do not 1
have the other attributes, which make
Harden an All-American.
Of these players the nod for player of '
the year has to go to Griffm. The man is
dominant in the paint and demands a constant double team regardless of who is
ddending him.
This leads us to t he c.:oach of the year,
Bill Self of Kansas Jayhawks. The reigning
national champiQns lost seven of their top
ten scorers. plus their top four rebounders
from last season. W ith experts putting
"rebuilding" in front of the Jayhawks, Self
ana Sherron Collins have made Kansas a
ll•gitimate threat to make a run in the
Will Pinkston
NCAA tourney.
Staff
writer
Let's shift gears and look at the team of
tlie year. Despite a great year throughout
Both the Murray State men's and women's golf
ttie men's portion of the NCAA's, it was teams are kicking off the spring season with first·
UConn women's team that take the cake. place finishes.
A perfect 30-0. The team heralds the top
The men's team captured first place at the
player in the nation, Maya Moore, and has Morehead State Spring Kick Off in California and
be;~.ten every ranked opponent including
the women's team finished first at the NewWave
two in the top five by an average of 30 Communications Racer Classic.
pojnts per game. Enough said.
The 72-par NewWave Communications Racer
' Coming back to the men's upcoming Classic was played at home at Miller Memorial
NCAA tournament, we have to analyze the Golf Course on Monday and Tuesday.
niost overrated and underrated teams
The Murray State women's team won the tourm'aking the tournament. First, the overrat· 1 nament with a combined team score of 647, a ISed is a team that played an awful non-con- point margin over runner up opponent Ten(t+ence schedule and is playing in a nessee Tech. with a score of 662.
sketchy conference. LSU's most notable
Round one of the Racer Classic was played in
was over Washington State in the I less than desirable conditions, with a high of only
non-conference but it lost to Texas A&M 36 and windy fairways.
and Xavier. It also plays in the SEC. This
Junior Joyce Trus finished second with a 78
year the conference is comparable to the and junior Andrea Downer in fourth with a 79,
Mountain West in how many teams may I putting Murray State tied for frrst alongside Tengei into the tournament. With a loss to nessee Tech with 328 strokes apiece.
Va"nderbilt and just watching the team
Austin Peay (329) took third place, Lipscomb
(rom Baton Rouge, La., we arc calling the (338) and Southern Illinois UniversityBayou Bengals' bluff.
Edwardsville (341) followed close behind.
The most underrated team is the MisThe conditions for the second round improved
souri Tigers. With the frantic style of play slightly with highs in the upper-30s and winds
and the pressure they put on opponents around 10 mph.
the Tigers have the oppor tunity to shock
Trus fmished in first at the Racer Classic with
the world. A recent win over Oklahoma scores of 78 and 76 for a total score of 154. only a
helps but a big loss to Kansas does not. four stroke difference over second place comThls is a very dangerous team.
petitor Megan Bradford of Tennessee Tech who
•Tim MacAllister can be reached at scored 78 and 81 for a total of 158.
timotby.macallister@murraystate.cdu.
Downer finished overall third place with

Golf teams start
spring with
tournament wins

wln

..

scores of 79 and 83 for a total of.l62.
Murray State has won the NewWave Communications Racer Classic four of the last seven
years and Trus becomes the fifth Racer to win
the classic since it started in 2003.
Next the women's team will travel to El Diablo
Golf Course in Ocala, Fla., Thursday and Friday
for a tournament hosted by Eastern Kentucky.
The men's golf team competed in the Morehead State Spring Kick Off on Feb. 20-25. bringing home another first-place finish.
"You couldn't even compare the weather to
anything," sophomore Hunter Ford said. "It was
perfect everyday with sunshine and no clouds."
Competing against fellow Ohio Valley Conference teams Austin Peay, Morehead State and
EKU, the Racers led the pack in round one with
an overall team score of287, ahead ofEKU with
a score of 292.
Junior Jared Wolfe finished three under par
with a 69 and sophomore Cameron Carrico finished one under par with a 71 to complete the
first round.
"Both Wolfe and Carrico did really well in this
tournament," men's Head Coach Eddie Hunt
said. "Carrico did exceptionally well and was
very fortunate to be able and come back to win
the tournament."
In the second round of competition, Carrico
shot a 68 and Wolfe shot a 73. helping the team to
a 284 overall score for the second round.
The Racers finished first in all three rounds
and ultimately earning the overall win with a
total team score of 862.
"I think being the first tournament of the
spring and because of the bad wcatb.er we've had
over the last few weeks, it was a relief to play in
such nice conditions." Hunt said. '"With Austin
Peay and Eastern (Kentucky) being the teams to
beat this year in the OVC. we were fortunate to
beat both of them by several strokes."
The Murray State men's golf team will now
travel to Limestone Springs Golf Course in Birmingham, Ala., for the Samford Invitational on
March 9·10.
Samford University's highest finish his season
was ninth place at the 2008 North Texas Invita·
tiona!. Samford finished with a final two-day

score of 307 on a par 72 course.
"There'll be 16 teams (at the Samford
tiona!)," Hunt said. "Most of them are
southern schools that we won't face the rest
the year, but with all the different teams. this
be a strong tournament for us."
With both the men's and women's golf
thoroughly winning their spring-opening rol 'l rn•
ments, both teams look to continue their mc1m~~
tum throughout the season.
"W.-: arc playin~ really well right now,"
Chris Griffin said. ''This weekend will give us
challenge and will allow us to see how we
up."

WilJ
Pinkston
can
be
will.pinkston@murraystate.cdu.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - n oon

1 p.m. - 5 p.m .
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causing racket

The Gr eat

Greg W addeD

Outdoors

Staff writer
After edging Southern Illinois 4-3
Wednesday afternoon, the Murray
State women's tennis team will
return to the courts today playing
the University of Memphis at 2:30
p.m. to kickoff a busy week.
After the match the women will
return to Purcell Courts to play
SIU·Edwardsville Saturday at 1 p.m.
The Racers, 4·2 losers against
Memphis on Feb. 6 last season, will
come into the game riding a string
of success to start the season, sport·
ing a 4-1 record.
In last seasons' meeting, the two
teams played a close match before
the Tigers were able to squeeze out
a close victory on a second
tiebreaker win in the No. 6 game.
Against the Southern Illinois
Wednesday, the Racers wasted no
time.
' In doubles action, No. 1 team
Angela McGahee and Anne Pennington wrapped up the first win of
the match, scoring a close 8·6 victo·
ry.
: Pennington said she and McGahee complement each other well.
"She has a huge serve, which I
can put balls away afterwards, and I
can set her up after my serve too,"
Pennington said. "We both know
how to play doubles, how to volley
right at the net and plus we're very
driven to stay undefeated, so that's
one of our main goals is to win
every single match that we can."
Lyndsay Ottosen and Adriana
Alvarez followed that up in the No.
2 spot, notching an 8·6 win to
secure the point.
In singles play, the Racers didn't
fair nearly as well. falling behind 02, before storming back to even the
score 3-3.
Head Coach Connie Keasling
said yesterday was a good test for
her team.
"Yesterday's match, singles-wise,
was exactly the competition we
needed, so that we could see first·
band how it is we have to compete
on the singles court," Keasling said.
"Carbondale does not allow you to
build points to play the way you
want to and it requires such disci·
pline and flexibility in your game...
It was a great collegiate tennis
match yesterday. It was a meaning. ful match. I thought we played with
!a great deal of maturity and discipline."
• In the No. 1 spot Cassidy Cunitz
fell 6-0,6-2, followed by a McGahee
win at No. 2 (7-5,6-2).
In the No.3 po~ition Pennington
split the first two sets 3·6, 6·0
,before capturing the tiebreaker 6-2,
,while Alvarez (loss 6·2,6·1), and
,Ottosen (win 6·2, 7·5) wrapped u p
the No. 4 and 5 spots.
1
' That's when things got interest-

March: Let the
Madness begin

.,,

Very few quotes from Shakespeare r~s
onate within me. but as I defiantly read
through his pages in high school Engli"sh
class I do remember one I found practical:
"Beware of the Ides of March." This line,
spoken to Ceasar to warn him of his assas·
sination, has really stayed with
through the years.
'
It is not because
I found the quote
to be great literature o r the dra·
matic context in
which it was spoken to be high art.
I remember it
,. '
because I found a
way to relate it to
Steve '' :'
the outdoors phiMiller . ' '
losophy. "Ides" Outdoor columnist~
derives
from
• ;
latin, meaning the half-division or'"a
month. To outdoorsmen, that is wh{it
March is.
·
A string of warm days in March get the
crappie rued up, the bass hunting sh:llto'w
and the turkeys gobbling at daylight. ·
In my mind there is no stronger corre:
lation than that of gobbling turkeys and
springtime.
After hearing a few gobblers greet
dawn with a call to hens, you really start
to believe the winter blues of January and
February are long gone, and spring is here
at last.
'
Then, as sure as the night is dark, a'
north wind will start to blow. temper<\:
tures will plummet and the gray sky will
dump cold rain, sleet or snow. March a
cruel month for the outdoorsman.
' '
I came to Kentucky for the expedite~
arrival of spring compared to th~ ling<h·:
ing winters of the North, but I still lind
that spring never comes soon enough m1d
there is no instant conversion from cabin'
1
fever to glorious spring.
'•
To enjoy this bipolar month, one must
be flexible in their plans and take the good
with the bad;
Take advantage of the mild days and hit
the trail for some hiking, go to the lake to
make the most of the likely feeding frenzy
·that accompanies the warm days and he3d
to the fields and woods to scout t'hc
aroused turkeys in preparation for the
April season.
•· •
The time spent during the wrath of t'hc
cold days can be put to use by working
the gear you plan to use this year.
·, ·
Now is the time to clean your gun~.
sharpen your knives and oil your reel~.
When the warm weather arrives, you <lo
not want your gear to fail you.
•
With the unpredictable weather systems moving in and out of the area in
March, there are going to be disappoin't;
ment
Many times l have visitors from hotne
who come to Kentucky expecting the best
fishing of the year because I have delight-;
ed them with stories. and we spend th·~
days too cold to feel a bite or miserat?fy
watching HBO in their hotel rooms or
cabins, paying an outlandish rate for tn~
picturesque view of winds churning Kentucky Lake.
','
This flexibility is not only good for you~
pocketbook but also your safety.
exhibiting patience, we will hopefully s~ay
off the water when the wind is blowin~
too hard, no matter how good the fishln$
was yesterday.
Too man y accidents of drowning,
hypothermia and missing boaters arc
reported this time of year. Do not push
the envelope; be patient knowing that the
days of spring will return.
'
March is a month to be muddled
through. Take the good days with the bad
and understand that the transformati9n
from grey winter to green spring is
process-albeit a cruel one.
·
Take solace knowing the magnificent
spring days are just around the corn~r.
when turkeys will be strutting and your
rod will bend with consistently accommodating fiSh.
The month of March can be maddening,
and I am not talking about NCAA bask:eG'
ball. All we can do is hope it is filled wlt5
more good days tban bad.
•.. •
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Top: senior Anne PennlnQton finishes a sem Wednesday at Purceft Courts. Pennington and her doubles partner, junior AnQela
McGahee, won the first doubles match of the day. Bottom: Junior Linsey ottosen conjursup an ace at Wednesday's tournament.
ottosen and her partner, senior Adriana Alvarez, also won In the No. 2doubles spot.
ing. Tied 3·3 going into 1he 6th
match, sophomore Alexis Webb
battled back from one set down to
force a tiebreaker, which she won
6-4 to give Murray State its fourth
victory of the year.
Keasling said that she felt confident having Webb in that situation.
"Alexis is a tremendous player,''
Keasling said. "But sophomore is
such a growing year that it can
bounce your emotions all over the
place ... to see her go out there and

:;he lost the first set in a tiebreaker
that lasted fifteen minutes, for her
to come back the second set and
then know that the whole entire
third set if she wins we win if she
loses we lose, that's why I've always
wanted Alexis on our team. I really
felt confident having Alexis in that
position and l was so excited to see
her be able to come through in that
environment.''
Pennington said the team is not
focused on their record, but just

getting better.
"We're focused on just taking
each match at a time," Pennington
said, "We're focused on winning
each match that we come across ...
we're not really focusing on the
whole big picture which is one of
our goals this season. We don't
really want to look just towards
OVC, we want to develop each
match."
Greg W.'lddcll ''an be rt':lcht.•d ;~t
gn.'gory. waddl'il@murraystnte.edu.

Track, field.competes in
OVC Indoor Tournament
Staff Report

File photo

:Senior thrower Shameka Dial practices weloht throw.

The Track and Field team finished its
indocJr season Feb. 27 and 28 at the 2009
Ohio Valley Conference Indoor Championship.
The team finished in the No. 3 spot
with an 86 overall score.
Finishing ahead of the Racers was East·
ern Illinois, placing first, ami Southeast
Missouri, placing second.
Senior throwt:r Shameka Dial had a
.strong performance for the team in the
weight throw competition.
Dial threw 57 feet 10.5 inches for a second-place finish. She also took third
place in the shot put with a mark of
45'00S'.
Junior mid-distance runner Taylor
Crawford also had a impressive showing
at the tournament.
She competed in the mile run, earning
first plate with a time of 5 minutes 4.15
seconds.
Crawford also competed in the 800meter run, with a final time of2:16.20.
The distance medley relay team, composed of Crawford, freshman mid-distance runners Kayla Crusham and Karis·

sa Magnuson, as well as freshman sprint·
er Martika Clark, ran for a time of
12:2859, earning the No. 3 spot
Also competing well for the Racers
was sophomore distance runner Katelyn
Jones.
Jones earned first place in the 5,000meter, with a time of 17:..~0.94. In the
3,000-meter she ran for a time of 10:20.00
and a second-place finish .
Head Coach Dcrcck Ch;wis said ht~ has
a positive outlook on the progress his
teams have made throughout the years.
"I just have to say that we arc still a
young team and I believe that we have
built a pretty good foundation for the
future," Chavis said in a press confer·
ence. "We arc going to strive to be one of
the top teams in the conference each
year. I'm reall}' happy that in my five sea·
sons of being here that we are in that
position and that it's something that the
girls want to hold themselves account·
able for on our team and where that will
be the expectation from year in and year
out."
The Racers will return to competition
March 20 at the Emory Invitational in
Atlanta, Ga.
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Steve Miller can

be reached ·;,

steven.millcr@murr.1ystatc.cdu.
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Last week: 6-5
Season record: 47-19
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MacAllister
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Lastweek:H
Season record: 45-21

Ricky 'Mateen Cleaves'
Martin
Sports writer
Last week: 6-5
Season record: 45-21
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kyle 'Don't call me Mr.'

ROCJtf'S
Sports writer
Lastweek:H
Season record: 37-29

Greq 'I love me some
me' Waddell
Sports writer
Last Weetc 6-5
Season record: 41-25

1st Team
Ashley Hayes-Murray
Amber Guffey-Murray
Kendra Appling-TSU
Chynna Bozman-MoSU
Rachel Galligan-EIU

••

#1 Connecticut@ #4 Pittsburgh
,.

.

#7 Duke @ #2 North Carolina

2nd Team

#21 Arizona St. @ California

Paige Guffey-Murray
Brittany Pittman-MoSU
Ellen Canale-EIU
Phyllshia Mitcheii-UTM
April Thomas-APSU

Texas @#9 Kansas
#19 Clemson @ #10 Wake Forest

3rd Team
Blair Bowens-TTU
Kayla Drake-EKU
Sonya Daugherty-SE~10
Jasmine Smith-TSU
Jolie Efezokhae-JSU

#20 Purdue @#8 Michigan St.
Virginia Tech @#24 Florida St.

Freshman of the Year

Washington St. @#13 Washington
1

Kayla Drake-EKU

Defensive Player

· #6 Louisville @West Virginia
~~~--~------~-=~--~------~-=~~ ~

Brittany Pitman-Morehead

.

Player of the Year

#25 Syracuse @#15 Marquette

Ashley Hayes-Murray
I

' Coach of the Year

#18 Xavier @Richmond

Rob Cross-Murray

ESPN.com rankings

N
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CHECK OUT OUR NEW

TODAY
Sommet Center, Nashville
·: :Women vs. Austin Peay
at noon
·· ·: Men vs. Austin Peay
at 8 p.m.
Championship Games
Saturday
Women at 3 p.m.
Men at 7 p.m •
... ...
·=·
' •' .
Student Tickets
•••
:=.
available at the
,. :
:: : Sommet Center for $5.

.

Custom designed prints
for Fraternities and
Sororities!
Modem designs to show
off your GREEK PRIDE!
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Each week, The News picks some of the top play~ in
Racer athletics. To submit a play for consideration in
Hot Shots, contact Alison Mugler at alison.mugler®
murraystate.edu.
~
#
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Junior lefty Dan~l
Calhoun shares t~e
Ohio Valley Confet·
ence Tri·Pitcher of
the Week honors
with Austin Peay's
Ryne Harper and
Tennessee Tech's
Adam Liberatore.
Pitchill9 a complete
game, Calhoun led
the 'Breds to a victory over llllno!,s
State Feb. 27 In a
four·hit shutout.

.~

••

El,tlne Kight/Tht1

leading
Murray
State to a ttilrd
place In the 2009
Ohio Valley Confer·
ence, junior Taylor
Crawford
was
named OVC female
Athlete of the Cham·
plonshlp for her first
place finishes In t~e
mile with a time of 5
minutes 4.15 sec·
onds and the 800·
meter run with a
time of 2:16.20. :

Nc:w~

Above: Averaglng15 points and 6.7rebounds per game last week, freshman forward Ivan Aska
earned OVC co·Freshman of the Week honors alongside Tennessee Tech's Kevin Murphy. This
Is Aska's third conference honor of the season.
Middle; for his performances, Including the first triple-double In Murray State history In the
win over UT·Martln, sophof!!ore guard lsacc Miles received his third OVC Newcomer of the
Week honor. Miles flnistied the week with an average of ~.7 points. 4.7 reboundS and 7.7
assists per game.
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National news and gossip that's sure
to.spice up your lunch conversation I
Information and photos from
the Associated Press

.

'
Complied
by Assistant Features Editor
Cliarlotte Kyle

'The Bachelor' dumps fiancee
·• "The Bachelor"
had a change of
heart, leaving his
fiancee in a lurch
and viewers up in
·arms.
Jason Mesnick, a
32-year-old single
dad, proposed to
Melissa Rycroft in
Monday night's season finale of the
ABC reality dating
Jason
show.
Mesnick
But in the subsequent "After the Final Rose" special,
t~ped six weeks after Mesnick's proposal,
lie · told Rycroft he was dumping her
because he still had feelings for the runn'et-up, Molly Malaney. ·
Mesnick said he hated himself for what
was doing. Rycroft gave her ring back
ahd walked off stage.
· Then Malaney came out and she agreed
'to give Mesnick another shot at love.
·~·Monday's two-hour-season ender was
the highest-rated program of the night,
according to Nielsen Media Research. It's
the most-watched "Bachelor" finale since
November 2003, when Bob Guiney
picked Estella Gardinier.

I .

he

BOn Jovi book coming this fall
' ,Son jovi is ready to spill.
• ·the multiplatinum rockers are marking
their 25th anniversary with "Bon Jovi:
When We Were Beautiful," an "insider
portrait" that includes previously unpublished photographs and text by the band
members.
"The book offers unprecedented
i..asights into the members' lives on stage.
on' the road, and at home, as well as intimate reflections on the highs and lows of
their 25 years together," according to a
statement issued Tuesday by publisher
HarperCollins.
The book comes out next fall, when a
documentary of the same name is
released. Bon Jovi's many hits include
''You Give Love a Bad Naml.'" and "Livin' '
on a Prayer."
·s pears"returns to stage after S years
. Britney'
Spears
tans lined up outside
the New Orleans
Arena
Tuesday
hours before the
start of the pop star's
first concert tour in
five years.
Spears' "Circus"
'tour, which takes her
to 27 cities in the
United States before
heading to Europe in
June, features a mix
of her new material
and some of the hits
that made her one of the world's top-selling artists.
On Monday. MySpace Celebrity
released snippets of video that gave a
glimpse into what her show would look
Like: The circus·themed extravaganza
Includes dancers dangling from high
wires, sultry dance moves and a whipWielding Spears dressed as the ringmaster finally in control of her own circus.
Wlllis lawsuit Is 'without merit'
An attorney for Bruce Willis said a law$uit against his client alleging breach of
contract and seeking $4 million is without
merit.
Attorney Marty Singer said Monday
three production companies suing Willis
alleging he failed to fulfill contractual
duties on the proposed film "Three Stories About joan" didn't fulfill their own
responsibilities.
Singer said the companies failed to put
money into an escrow account for Willis
before film production started.
He said Willis will flle his own action
against the producers soon.
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Athena Music Festival celebrates women in music
Laura Cash
Staff writer
From budget cuts to program cuts,
it is hard to lind an organization or
event on Murray State's campus that
is not impacted by the current economy. There is one festival. however,
th:1t has ~\ctually hlossomcd during
this ec.:onomil: crisis.
Eleanor Brown, adjunct instructor
of musk, said tht: Athena Music Festival has had more funding this year
than any otht.•r year since its start in
1999.
Brown said funding came from
many places such as Murray State,
which went tll the festival , the
Regional Stewardship Grant and
• Sigma Alpha Iota fraternity. The
Kentucky Found:ttlon for Women

:tlso gave it the "Art Meets Activism"
grant. Other money came from donations, fees and from ads for on-campus organizathms such as WKMS
and the Murray Women's Clinic.
''This year is the first year I
haven't had to worry about money,"
Brown said.
The Murray State Music Dcp<lrtment sponsors the biennial fl'stival,
which celebrates women in music.
Brown said the go:1l of the festival
is to expose people, especially young
individuals, to women performers
and composers. She said women arc
not as recognized in music, but are
becoming more and more acknowledged. Music students in local public
schools are among the participants,
along with Murray State students,
faculty, regional audiences and

scholars or performers.
This year's theme is UWomen,
Music and the Twenty-first Century" and features two composers,
Judith Lang Zaimont and Ruth Elaine
Schram.
According to jzaimont.com, Zaimont has written more than 100
compositions, many of which have
won prizes such as the Guggenheim
Fellowship. Her compositions arc
pl3yed both nationally and internationally. She is this year's featured
composer and scholar.
Schram, the featured composer for
the "Meet the Composer" program.
has written more than 1,600 pieces.
She said her first piece was published in 1988 and by 1992 she made
the leap to full-time composer.
''The more I work. the more inspi-

ration I find," Schram said.
She said she often goes to the Bible
as a starting point for her works
which are both secular and sacred. In
fact, one of her favorite pieces is
titled "The Living Last Supper."
''The focal point is Jesus' last supPl'r," Schram said. "It delves into the
beauty and significance of Passover."
Schram said she writes her music
with a small church in mind. For
"The Living Last Supper," she wrote
the piano accompaniment first, then
m:1de the other instrumental parts
optional.
Schram also has advice to potential songwriters.
"If your really want to get a choral
piece published, then you should
familiarize yourself with what
they're publishing," she said.

She also advises songwriters· Jo
test their song on every level and to
look at the song as a whole.
Schram will perform during the
"Meet the Composer" concert at 10
a.m. Wednesday in Lovett Auditqrium.
Other concerts include The Murray State Faculty Chamber Mu;~i.c
Concert Wednesday :tt 8 p.m. in 't,lie
Performing Arts Hall. and the Murray State Concert Choir and Chatti·
ber Singers Concert at 8 p.m. Thursday in Lovett Auditorium.
,;•
The festival lasts from Tuesday to
Friday and all events are free. For11l
complete list of events, visit 11lU~
raystate.edu/ chfa/Music/ AthQnpschedule.htm.
•1
Laura Cash can be reached, •at
laura.cash@murraystate.edu.

·.

:students contribute to local news organizations, economy creates tensioQ:~
Associated Press
NEW YORK. NY - Aftt.•r
talking to journalism students
at Stony Brook University
recently, John Huuscm:m of
Nl'w York's WPIX-TV ll•ft
behind 18 new video cameras.
Housl'man. assistant news
director ~tt WPJX, had enlistcd "studcnts at the Long Island
campus as contributors to his
news operation with an
investment of $119 per cam·
era. He said he wants the budding journalists - as well as
students at fordham. Rutgers
anc.l New York universitiesto send in material if they sec
something they believe is a
story.
While the program offers
an oppmtunlt y for students, it
has raised nlnrms among
soml' professional journalists
and technicians who wonder
if it's the sort of thing that
might one day threaten their
jobs. Just like newspapers.
local TV news operations are
suffering with the economy
and di<;appe:tring advertising
revenue.
· Nothing that the WPIX students have shot has made the
air or the s tation's Web site

yet. Karen Scott, WPIX's
news director, said she envisions them he}ping out in
breaking news situations ncar
\vhcre they live if tht' station's
journalists can't quickly get
there -because of a bad traffic accident, for example. She
asked for contributions a couple of week:. ago when a
severe wind storm swept
through the area.
"It helps to have more eyes
and ears around the area," she
said.
The students won't receive
pay for their contributions.
Instead, they'll have the
chance to see their work in a
professional context on television or online. That's something their schoolwork can
not approximate. said Marcy
McGinnis, associate dean of
Stony Brook's school of journalism.
"I don't feel like I'm being
taken advantage of, by any
means, because I'm getting
something out of thi$,"
McGinnis. a longtime CBS
News executive. said.
By going to journalism students. WPIX theoretically
adds a layer of protection
against being duped. Many

Photo courte~y oi ev.tngel.edu

Astudent from Evangel University films footage. Houseman, assistant news dlrec·
tor at WPIX. asks students to send in material If they see somethlno newsworthy.
news organizations encourage contributions from "citiZl'n journalists" with the proliferation of l'hcap cameras.
and amateur video was used
to illustrate events like the
U.S. Airways night that landed in the. Hudson River. The
threat of doctored video is
always there if the source is
unknown.
Joseph Angotti. a former

NBC News executive who is
now a journalism instructor
at Monmouth College, said he
is aware of other programs
across the country where student contributions are solicited.
''It's kind of the future," h e
said. "As a professor I think
it's a grand idea because it's
giving opportunities to stu·
dents that they wouldn't have

had before. But I'm not sure if
I were the executive producer
of the nightly news that I'd
want to be relying so much on
students to do it for me."
These programs might also
be worrisomL" for professional
journalists in the context of
what has happened overseas.
TV networks have sharply
cut back on international
staffing, relying on video
news services to provide pictures and less on reporters on
the ground. CBS News, for
example, is left now ·with a
nominal presence in Tel Aviv
and Moscow. More often,
international stories are read
by anchors over video.
Could this be the future for
local TV stations? As the
economy has soured, the
biggest trend is the shedding
of cxpensivl' talent contracts,
and actual newscasts are next.
On a national level, ABC
News last fall started a partnership with Arizona State,
Syracuse, Florida, North Carolina and Texas universities
to set up news blU'eaus where
students can be trained and
contribute content. They
have already done a lot of
work online. and student con-
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happenings on campus
y our own words.
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tributions were used for
"Good Morning America" "s tb·
.
.
...
nes on mnovat1vc ways students are cheating and
the economy is affecting c.o,\leges.
,
This month ABC cxpan'qe~
it with a "roving reporter''. initiative online, allowing college students to pitch a!ld
potentially do stories under
the network's guidance.
Jim Joyce, sector vice president for NABET-CW A. which
J
represents 10,000 broadc~st
technicians, camera oper,a'tors, reporters and producers .
said the union negotiated
terms with ABC on its program and supports the
attempt to interest youo~
people in news.
..
But he s:1id he is worried
about the student journalw;l
efforts at a local level cvent)J'ally costing jobs. Joyce said
viewers should be concerned
about people "who arc lc!ls~
than-qualified journalistS:.
gathering news and makio~
editorial decisions.
No staff cutbacks arc
planned at WPIX Scott said
the student journalists arc
considered strictly supplC:mental.
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In March zoos. David Condos visited Lovett live.

last fall the musical act Joey and Rory performed at Lovett Live.

I'

Students voice opinions regarding Murray's music choice~:
Jess Nail
Stuff writer
•' I.ovett Live hosted its first focus
group to determine what sort of
entertainment students and community member:: are interested in.
'Matt Parker, assistant facilities
manager of the Regional Special
Events Ccntt•r and director of Lovett
Live, said a group of about 50 students and community members
came together to answer questions
and discuss events pertaining to
Lovett Live.
. uwe asked them questions like.
'Who do you want to see?' 'What is a
tt?llsonable ticket price, what is the
best day of woek to hold a show?"
Porker said. UWe felt like these kinds
of questions would gauge interest in
what we are doing here and how we
would be better served."
• 'Because Murray State is referred
tt>' as a "suitcase school,'' meaning
students leave for home on weekt!rtds, Parker said he thought it was
r<'ll'vant to ask if Monday and Tuesilay nights were better times for
eVl'nts opposed to the usual weekend evenings.
' He said the responses to the ques-

'

tions were typed into a spreadsheet
and the responses receiving the
highest votes will be taken into consideration for future shows.
"We found out that students were
interested in comedy and seeing
comedy shows, which surprised me,"
Parker .said. "We also got answers
from students with such names as
Bryan Adams, Reel Big Fish. Dave
Matthews and Ben Folds."
Parker said he plans to get in touch
with the bands receiving the most
attention and start trying to book
shows for future concerts. The focus
group was so successful, Parker said
he plans to continue it every semester.
"We want to continue hosting
open groups like this because it
allows us to get a lot of information
from our audience members," Parker
said.
Many students voiced their opinions on the concert series.
"This focus group is a great idea to
find out what we want to see and
find out what we are willing to spend
money on," Kellyn Robison, senior:
from Bowling Green, Ky., said.
Robinson said she would like to
sec The Fray or Gavin Degraw, but

some of these artists are expensive.
• "In years past, they haven't tried to
focus on what the students really
want and now it feels like they are
taking on that approach," Paul
Corder, senior from Hardinsburg,
Ky.• said.
Cordur said he would like to see
entertainers such as Kings of Leon,
Damien Rice. Ben Folds, Keane and
Mute Math. Overall. the group
thought $10-$20 was a median ticket
price for students.
"I think that if the student body
cares about what kind of entertainment music-wise, then it is vital they
attend these events," Corder said.
"Otherwise, there is no way for their
voice to be heard.''
Chris Palmer, lecturer of music
business, also participated in the
focus group and encouraged his students to attend.
"They also wanted to know how
we learned about shows at Lovett
Live." he said.
Palmer said he would like Lovett
Live to focus on the student body
and the things students want to hear
and watch.
"I would like to sec someone like
Zach Brown," Palmer said. "He isn't

.
Ben Folds performs in Murray last sprl119 as part of the Lovett Uve concert series.
a country artist but has had some
Lovett Live and what it could be,"

..

success in that industry. I know a lot
of students like him and know who
he is."
Overall, Palmer said the people
attending the focus group are supportive of Lovett Live and want it to
succeed.
"There is a lot of enthusiasm for

Palmer said. "Everyone wants this tO'
be a huge succc.ss.''
Students can visit the Lovett Live•
MySpace page at myspace.com/
lovcttlive to post on the site's wall
and make suggestions.
Jess Nail can be reached at

jessica.nall@murraystatc.edu.
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You may have one of these 16 danger signals of pinched nerves!

, Gnat rooms, great rates!
~thin

Misty ti.lyslThe News

walki111 4istanut ta area

•Low Back Pain
•Headaches
•Shoulder Pain
•Ar1hrttls

•• aHradlollt lndutliftt s,laMI&er

& Club l.aYela.

Stay 6 nlght1, 7th •ltht

FREEl

•Dizziness
•Sore Elbows
•Neck Pain
•lndiQestlon

•Numb Hands
•Bursitis

•PaJn Down leQs
•Muscle Spasms

•NumbRnQers
•Hlp Pain
•TIQht Muscles
•AchlnQ Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chlropradk
care can relieve your aches and pains. This examination
normally costS 1SO or more. It will Include a chlropradlc
orthopedic test, a chlropradlc neurolOQical test, a sptnal
aiiQnment check, an examinatiOn for restrlded or excess
motion In the spine, and a private consultation wHh the
doctor to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: Any person responsible for payment has a rl9ht to refute
to pay within 72 hours of respondln9 to thlt advertiMment.

VISIT heskettchiro.net

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.
1703 HWY. 121 North Bypass· Murray, KY 42071· 759-1117

For
updates,
videos,
blogs and
more
visit
thenews.org

It's not about your back. It's about your health.

Life Is full of risks. And the time to
think about ahealth plan is before
you need it. Because at your age,
individual health coverage can be a
bargain. So, don•t wait! Call Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shieldtoday!

Life has its risks.
Anthem has a plan.

Daily beer
specials available.
Open Mon. - !iat.
1 1 a.m. - Midnight

!iun.
!\loon - g p.m.

To-Go Line: i!70-76i!-00i!i!
Dine-in or carryout

Steve Skaggs
McConnell Insurance Agency

276-753-.4199 local, or
Toll-Free 1-806-455-4199
Fax: VG-753.0070 steve@rm:connelllnsurafl(;e.rm
905 Sycamore Street Murray, KY 42071

Anthem.+V

Rates as low

as.~ 59*

9b
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New albums create vacation soundtracks

Style
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Stilettos :.
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'Under where?' ... :~:~
keep it there ...~==~..,.

~ As$istant Featw"es Editor Charlotte
f(yte writes the music reviews.
••

.... ".1

••

:; I have always been a firm belicv-

ir in using music as a soundtrack to

.

Thank goodneilsj,
recent laws have bC:ttO"
passed to outlaw s~i'-)
ging pants. Now, tlie;o
government has g~~:
a step further. At Ie~t~
four states have ollt!•
tawed the public dis~
play of undergarments. T his blln•
includes the visibi!*
of not just men's bQJt;
ers, but thong unck!ro-~
wear. The ridiculous act of thong wea~~
appar ently has expanded from a pri~
act to a public fashion statement. It's piy.
duty to explain the appeal and distast~ ~
such undergarments.
::::;.
I admit to owning a few pairs of thong•
underwear. My purchases came about
from friends' recommendations of how
"comfortable" they would feel compared
to traditional granny panties. After
painfully wearing the undergarment fur
six hours, I became the thong's worse crit·
ic. I continue to stick by my claims.
lawrence Ferlinghetti, a semi-famous
poet, wrote a poem fitting to this week's
column. The first line of "Underwear"
reads, "I didn't get much sleep last night
thinking about underwear." His poem
continues to complain of the unnecessary
nature of underwear and the off-the-wall
emphasis humanity has placed on underwear's usage.
In order to successfully wear a thong,
and especially if it will be seen by a party
other than the thong-wearer, he or she
(hopefully she) must break out the antibump shave gel on the sensitive areas, and
shave more areas than normal. All this
thong prep is trivial and unne~essary. I
just advise wearing regular underwear
and/or choosing to wear traditional bikini
bottoms. Also, I'm not from Europe.
Therefore, I should not pretend to become
an exhibitionist.
At one point I didn't really know if guy.s
actually enjoyed the feel and look of
thongs, so I did some research. I consulted
my male friends to determine the appeal,
or lack thereof, women wearing thongs
have on guys. One of my friends told me
he prefers women to wear a "lacy" thong
instead of traditional panties, but he said
fie wouldn't teTI her his opinion eith«
way.
The next issue on my thong complaint
list was to fmd out the consensus of the
female view. There's so many differe,pt
kinds including the g-string and some
other thicker types to choose from:
Thongs are also made from differeni
materials like satin or cotton and frilled
with lace or embroidered with pink polka
dots or black sequins. I saw an actress on
the Ufetime Network wear a sparkly black
thong. Anyway, many women prefe;
thongs when they wear thin dresses o;
dress pants. Apparently, in order for the
thong to fit correctly, it should not ride up
the buttock area. Maybe, this is where I
saluted my red flag.
'
With this said. and no matter how mucli
the opposite sex enjoys the look, I plan to'·
keep thong-wearing illegal in my book... :
W hitney Harrod can be reached •al
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
•

~y life. A song can come on at pre~sely the right moment, and from
IJlen on that song is forever
r,tached with memories of a certain
Oeriod in my life. My life is a movie
the tunes on my iPod define

J.nd

Sne.

•

t~

As Spring Break approaches, I
is onstantly hear how much we, as
'ifudents, should enjoy the week off.
freaks like this don't happen in the
teal world. In order to make the
~st of the mini-vacation, you need
J}.e perfect soundtrack.
!Below are some of my recom~endations, a compilation of recent
teleases not only great for Spring
llreak, but for including on your
life's general soundtrack. Tunes to
get you through the bad, enhance
the good and remind you of it all. I
encourage you to shuffle your
iTunes until you find what is right
for you.

t

'

Mansions - "New BestFrleods''
: "New Best Friends" is one of
those albums you fall in love with
instantly. Described by some as
·9os emo, Mansions delivers clever
lyrics with a vulnerability rarely
found in today's ()Verproduced, digitally perfectei:l vocals. The raw
(eelhigs captured within the 12track Doghouse Records debut
range from guilt to longing. anger
tp complacency and everything in
lie tween.
! Away from a loved one dur ing
spring break? Listen to "Holidaze"
and you'll recognize the heartache
you're feeling, or break out "Gotta
Qe Alone" to help accept that loneUness is not always the end of the
world. Have to go home and see
those kids from high school you
never truly liked in the first place?
"All Eyes On You" and "Take It
Back" can get you through it.

Photo court~y or amazon.com

Mansions' debut album, 'New Best Friends,' features '90s emo-style music fused with vulnerable vocals and raw emotions.
making the drive to visit your relatives - Slithering Beast's "Midnight
Royalty" has got your soundtrack
needs covered. The foUow-up to
last year's "Werewolf Ballads" is a
half-hour long ode to life in southern Indiana. Songs like "Getting on
the Bus" and "Clark County Blues"
make one feel right at home. Driving down the interstate with nothing but trees and oncoming headlights can be boring, but "I'm Going
Nowhere" can liven up the journey.
The album isn=t only for the road.
[t can also bring old friends together. Sit on the back porch with a beer
and this album - whether you sit in

silence or you're a rowdy bunch,
you'll find comfort in Nick
Dittmeier's country twang serenading you 'til the morning.

memories is a perfect fit.
In fact , AUcn's tracks might make
for good mixed-tape gifts. You
should never date someone you
meet on Spring Break, and "Never
Gonna Happen" can deliver that
message quite simply if the object
of your one night stand feels too
attached. If you weren't satisfied by
your lover, "Not Fair" delivers a
blow to his ego. With a fair balance
of upbeat and slower tracks, "It's
Not Me, It's You" can provide aversatile and unique soundtrack to
your break.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.

Lly Allen - "It's Not Me, It's You"
While I'd followed Wy Allen's
scandals and the gossip surrounding her, I hadn't actually heard any
of her music until I caught a video
on mtvU. There is something
catchy and sexy about her latest
album that screams Spring Break
party. Whether you're dancing at a
beach house or th rowing up in your
next-door neighbor's bushes,
attaching Allen's Brit pop to the

Ni"ck t ee. senior from Fulton, Ky.. said he is
most inspired by hip-hop and rap.
"I like the lyrics, the beats and the instrumentation of it," Lee said. "The lyrics are like poet-

:m yTunes

.

ry."

He said his favorite artist is l upe Fiasco
because he does not speak about only negative
subjects like violence. For example, Lee's
favorite song by Fiasco, "Hip-Hop Saved My
Life," tells listeners to stick to their dreams.

~What's playing

:~;o nmyt·po d'•

'·
1.;

,. Every other week Murray State students
:wm share what tunes they keep at the
:;top of their playlist.
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Lauren B('li/The NP.ws
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Lee plays lupe Fiasco on his iPod.
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iAds may be submitted in
• Wi lson Hall room 111
:mailed to Classifieds, c/o
' The Murray State News,
2609 UniversitY. Station,
. M urray, KY 42071 ,
•
or e-mai led to
i henews@murraystate.edu
For more information
cal l 809-4478.
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Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.
Plar mora Sudoku and Win prizes at·

PRIZESUDOKU.co~
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